This paper provides a concise summary of the current status of the research and future perspec- [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 2007). This Mini-conference covers a wide range of phenomena happening in fluids and plasmas, either in laboratory or in nature. The purpose of this paper is not to comprehensively review these phenomena, but to provide a starting point for interested readers to refer to related research in areas other than their own.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding mechanisms of rapid angular momentum transport has been an important plasma physics topic for both laboratory and astrophysical plasmas. In high-temperature fusion plasmas, spontaneous spin-ups without apparent momentum inputs have been observed experimentally in many devices. Rotation and plasma flow in general are closely tied to transport of heat and particles across field lines. In astrophysical plasmas, angular momentum transport is central to accretion disk physics, such as star formation processes, mass transfer between binary stars, and active galactic nuclei. Angular momentum transport is also important to understand other astrophysical phenomena, such as the solar dynamo.
Back on the earth, angular momentum transport can also be important in phenomena such as formation and maintenance of atmospheric cyclones (hurricanes and tornados), faster spin of the inner core than the outer core, and the related geodynamo.
There has been significant progress in the past decades in all of these areas in our understanding of these important phenomena, based on observations, theory, simulation and laboratory experiments. The Mini-conference on Angular Momentum Transport in Laboratory and Nature, held as part of the American Physical Society's Division of Plasma Physics 2007 Annual Meeting, was intended to provide a platform to summarize and discuss the recent progress and future perspectives in this field from communities of plasma physics, astrophysics and geophysics. Because of enthusiastic responses to the call, the number of sessions had to be increased from two to four. Below we summarize each session primarily by its chair person in the following sequence: angular momentum transport in neutral and electrically conducting fluids (Session I, chaired by H. Ji), astrophysical and laboratory plasmas (Session II, chaired by D. Uzdensky), fusion plasmas (Session III, chaired by S.
Prager), and earth cores, sun, and laboratory (Session IV, chaired by P. Kronberg). We note that this paper intends to provide only brief summaries of the contributions in these sessions without attempting to be a comprehensive review of any sort.
II. SESSION I: ANGULAR MOMENTUM TRANSPORT IN NEUTRAL AND ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTING FLUIDS
This session was devoted to angular momentum transport phenomena in both electrically insulating and conducting fluids both in nature and laboratory. It began with a presentation by D. Nolan from the University of Miami on angular momentum circulation in tropical cyclones such as hurricanes. These strong atmospheric vortices are driven by the potential energy due to sufficiently large temperature differences between upper atmosphere and sea surface, as in a "heat engine"
1 . Hurricanes are formed due to spin-up of rapid vertical flows due to conservation of absolute angular momentum (self angular momentum around their axes plus rotation of the atmosphere). Transport of angular momentum within a hurricane is dominated by global circulations through swirling boundary layers or Ekman layers, where the friction with sea or land surface is a main loss of angular momentum 2 . A typical hurricane outside its core is anti-cyclonic, i.e., vorticity has an opposite sign to the rotation, and more specifically, angular velocity is a decreasing function of radius while specific angular momentum increases with radius. These flows belong to a rotating flow class, dubbed as "quasi-keplerian" flows, since they include keplerian flows typical of astrophysical accretion disks (see more below). Interestingly, intense hurricanes have a flow profile often close to the keplerian flows, but probably due to different reasons originated in their boundaries.
Some internal waves can transport angular momentum within the hurricane vortex. The vortex-Rossby waves are considered to generate the observed spiral bands 3 , which in turn transport angular momentum radially inwards up an angular velocity gradient, as also argued in accretion disks 4 . In contrast, gravity waves can transport angular momentum radially outwards but only very inefficiently. The absence of efficient mechanisms to disperse the concentrated angular momentum explains the prolonged lifetimes of tropical cyclones.
P. Marcus from the University of California, Berkeley, presented a recent theory on transporting angular momentum by 3D coherent vortices in protoplanetary disks 5,6 , rather than conventionally assumed turbulence 7 . Vertically stratified disks support stable internal gravity waves, which can be generated by noise near the disk mid-plane. These gravity waves propagate off mid-plane, then they break to form long-lived 3D vortices. Constraints on certain symmetries of these coherent vortices can lead to radial transport of angular momentum at a sizable rate. In addition to transporting angular momentum, these coherent vortices 3 can provide homes for planetesimal formation out of dust grains. Various forces within the vortices can affect dust dynamics, but large pressure forces and vertical circulations can help trap dust. This is in contrast to turbulence, which is another candidate to transport angular momentum. But it is difficult for dust grains to settle or aggregate into planetesimals in either hydrodynamic or magnetohydrodynamic turbulence.
E. Kim from the University of Sheffield, UK, presented a summary of a series of recent theories on turbulent transport of momentum, taking into account different combinations of effects of rotation, stratification, flow shear, and magnetic field. Quasi-linear analyses were used to calculate these effects, which are dynamically coupled through the equation of motion and the induction equation. A common feature of these effects is that they introduce anisotropy into the underlying turbulence, which in turn gives anisotropic turbulent transport. Flow shear was shown to be able to strongly modify turbulence, leading to weakened, anisotropic transport of momentum 8, 9, 10 . In addition to the flow shear, when the fluid is strongly stratified and magnetized 11 , or when fast rotation is introduced 12 , momentum transport can become anti-diffusive, or transported up the flow gradient. These offer possible mechanisms to form and sustain sheared flows, which may have some similarities with the observed solar tachocline.
E. Schartman from Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory presented recent results from
the Magnetorotational Instability (MRI) experiment at Princeton. There have been two main proposed mechanisms to explain angular momentum transport accompanied with fast accretion rate in astrophysical disks. When disks are hot, and thus sufficiently ionized to conduct electric current, the MRI is destabilized to efficiently transport angular momentum 7 .
In sufficiently cold disks, however, MRI can be stable while hydrodynamic turbulence could arise due to nonlinear instabilities at extremely large Reynolds numbers 13 . Investigations of nonlinear hydrodynamic instability have been the first focus of the Princeton MRI experiment 14 . By controlling boundary effects using two pairs of separately rotatable rings at its axial ends 15 , no signs of hydrodynamic turbulence have been detected 16 up to Re = 2 × 10 6 .
Furthermore, by directly measuring the Reynolds stress responsible for angular momentum transport using a synchronized dual laser doppler velocimetry system, the measured transport efficiencies are well below the required values to be consistent with astrophysical observations. Thus, the pure hydrodynamic turbulence has been effectively eliminated as a viable mechanism to transport angular momentum in accretion disks. 
III. SESSION II: ANGULAR MOMENTUM TRANSPORT IN ASTROPHYSICAL AND LABORATORY PLASMAS
The second session of the mini-conference was mostly devoted to various astrophysical topics, including related laboratory experimental work. scales, leading to plasma heating and non-thermal particle acceleration. Non-thermal electrons produce soft (IR) synchrotron emission which is then Compton-scattered by the same non-thermal electrons to yield the hard γ-ray emission. Finally, non-thermal ions produce very hard γ-ray emission via pion production and decay. Liang and his collaborators plan to employ a set of theoretical and numerical tools. On largest scales, they use GRMHD simulations of MRI turbulence. Then, to study the dissipation of the turbulent cascade and particle energization at small scales, they plan to solve the Fokker-Planck equation and/or use PIC codes. The goal of this stage is to derive a sub-grid model for both thermal heating and non-thermal electron and ion spectra, to be used locally at each grid zone in the largescale simulation. Once this is done, the computation will be coupled to a 2D Monte-Carlo radiation transfer code that includes all the important photon production and scattering processes 28 . As a result, one will be able to predict the spectra and even build images of the accretion flow for different viewing angles. In the NSTX (National Spherical Torus Experiment), a small aspect ratio tokamak, strong shear flows are observed 42, 43 that are 510 times larger than the growth rate for ion temperature gradient instabilities, as reported in a paper by S. Kaye et al (and delivered at the miniconference by W. Solomon). The momentum diffusivity behaves quite differently than the ion particle diffusivity. The momentum diffusivity is larger than the neoclassical value in plasmas for which the ion particle diffusivity is approximately neoclassical. Moreover, the momentum diffusivity scales differently than particle diffusivity (unlike the case of normal aspect ratio tokamaks). For example, the momentum diffusivity scales more strongly with the toroidal magnetic field than with the plasma current, unlike the particle diffusiv- The neoclassical model might be able to explain all three observations. In the presence of collisions, neoclassical theory predicts that a dipolar flow pattern develops in which a major radial flow arises directed from the low field side to the high field side, leading to a return 13 flow in the scrape-off layer. This constitutes a dipole pattern of counter-rotating vortices, or transport-driven flows. The interaction of these flows with a poloidally asymmetric field geometry (e.g., due to a divertor null in the poloidal field) can provide a net toroidal momentum input from the edge, a possible source of intrinsic rotation. The flows have the correct symmetry properties and dependence on field direction to account for the ∇B drift dependence of the L-H power threshold. C-S Chang described the sources for angular momentum in the tokamak edge plasma.
Full-f gyrokinetic ion-electron simulation 54 of quiescent edge plasmas, (including the pedestal, lower single null magnetric separatrix, scrape-off and the grounded material wall,)
finds three spontaneous rotation sources in the edge plasmas. A) Ion orbit losses due to the existence of a magnetic x-point 55,56 gives rise to co-current rotation in the H-mode like pedestal top/shoulder region. In an L-mode like pedestal, the co-current rotation source becomes small 57 . B) A strong negative radial electric field in the vicinity of the magnetic separatrix yields a sharp valley of counter current rotation at the same radial location. In an H-mode pedestal, the negative radial electric field and, thus, the counter-current rotation valley, becomes strong. In an L-mode pedestal, this phenomenon becomes weaker. C)
Plasma wall interaction generates positive radial electric field and co-current plasma rotation in the scrape-off region. The co-current rotation in the scrape-off plasma becomes stronger in an L-mode edge. The general trend is that in the lower single null L-mode plasma, there is a strong co-current rotation in the scrape-off region, without much rotation in the pedestal top. As the pedestal steepens, the co-rurrent rotation moves into the pedestal top from scrape-off plasma. These findings from the gyrokinetic particle simulation are consistent with experimental observations 58 . It has also been shown that plasma interaction with background neutral particles can modify the toroidal rotation 59 . When the neutral gas is puffed from the high magnetic field side in NSTX, the rotation becomes stronger and the H-mode power threshold is lower than when the gas puff is from the low magnetic field side.
Resonant magnetic perturbations are also seen to produce spontaneous co-current rotation.
V. SESSION IV: ANGULAR MOMENTUM TRANSPORT IN THE EARTH'S CORE, SUN, AND LABORATORY
Session IV began with a presentation by B. Buffett (University of Chicago) on angular momentum transport and magnetic interactions between the Earth's cores and the mantle.
Magnetic field is continuously generated by convection in the liquid iron core, known as the geodynamo 60, 61 , and is believed to sustain a differential rotation between the inner and outer boundaries. The differential rotation is thought to be a consequence of large-scale fluid circulation in a region defined by the tangent cylinder (a hypothetical cylinder that is tangent to the solid inner core at the equator). Different detailed mechanisms were discussed on the interactions between gravitational and magnetic forces that regulate the deformation, rotation, and axial misalignment of the Earth's core. A talk along similar lines was given by Tamara Rogers (High Altitude Observatory and National Center for Atmospheric Research), who compared purely hydrodynamic with magnetized models to explain the relatively uniform rotation of the solar interior. She described a model in which the internal field, which need not be more than a few mG, is confined below the tachocline by the dynamics of the convection zone. In this model, by Gough and McIntyre 66 , the differential rotation in the convection zone is the driver of meridional circulation, which acts to confine the magnetic field that is embedded below.
J. Anderson and E. Kim (University of Sheffield, UK) examined the role that coherent structures play in momentum transport in a more general plasma context. They calculated probability distribution functions (PDF) for momentum transport, and find that the momentum distribution is better characterized by an exponential with wide outer tails, rather than a gaussian 67 . They discuss some implications for shearing flows in astrophysical situations, by calculating the PDF's of the momentum flux and applying these to the formation of plasma shear flows.
Related to the above, a comparably difficult puzzle involves asking how effectively the accretion disk corona, with its magnetized, low-β hot plasma, can transfer angular momentum across the disk. D. Uzdensky and J. Goodman (Princeton University) described their new model which constructs the coronal field as a statistical ensemble of magnetic loops.
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The loops' wandering footpoints are at the turbulent disk and the corona evolves by a combination of (1) the randomly moving footpoints combined with (2) Keplerian shear, and (3) reconnection due to binary collisions of the coronal loops. They have been able to selfconsistently compute the distribution of loop sizes and orientations, the height dependence of <B 2 >/8π, the equilibrium shapes of loops, the energy associated with each loop, and the overall magnetic torque 68, 69 . This model, which incorporates reconnection in loop-loop collisions, might also provide a future "template" for solar corona.
Transfer of angular momentum is integral to the function of an accretion disk -jet system.
It is the reason why gravitational collapse of stars, black holes, etc. can form. D.J. Ampleford (Sandia National Laboratories) described a laboratory experiment using a twisted conical wire array to produce a z-pinch 70 . The Lorenz force accelerates plasma toward the cone axis.
This twisted wire array configuration produces a radial current and an axial magnetic field component. Both angular and axial momentum are conserved, and the former produces a conical shock that conserves angular momentum as the jet propagates away. In this experiment the ratio of azimuthal to axial velocity is measured, and is of order 10%, similar to what has been measured in stellar jets 71 . The jet has a hollow density profile, and the conical shock radius increases as radative cooling proceeds in the course of the outflow.
An experimental measurement of ion viscosity has not previously been done although predictions of its value, using Braginskii's theoretical formulation 72 , have long been known.
L. Dorf presented the first experimental evaluation of ion viscosity on behalf of a team that used the Reconnection Scaling Experiment (RSX) at LANL. They succeeded in measuring the axial flow velocity, density, electron temperature, and magnetic field components at two different axial locations 73 . They verified a plasma flow velocity of order the ion acoustic speed, and that it decreased due to radial shear of the axial velocity, caused by ion viscosity.
They were able to measure the ion temperatures at several radial locations, via spectroscopic measurement of the Doppler broadening. This new result is important for the design of magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters, and also for clarifying the physics of astrophysical jets.
VI. CONCLUSION
Angular momentum transport in fluids and plasmas is fundamental to the workings of the Universe, and hence our existence. Its understanding is also key to the future exploitation of new technologies in space and energy production (especially fusion science). This Miniconference has covered a wide range of phenomena related to this topic, and many of them are traditionally separated in different fields. We hope this concise summary can be used as a stepping stone for researchers in these separate fields to find relevant references in fields other than their own.
A few observations can be made. First, many phenomena indeed share commonalities even though they are different in spatial and temporal scales, and are driven by different energy sources. The key here is dimensionless parameters. By carefully matching these dimensionless parameters, with appropriate initial and boundary conditions, the same physical processes take place in different systems, whether they are natural phenomena, laboratory experiments, or numerical experiments. This scalability of physical phenomena is fundamental to the interplay between different systems.
Second, there also exist large gaps in some of the dimensionless parameters between different systems, and these gaps will not likely disappear in the foreseeable future. This is most severe between laboratory/numerical systems and natural phenomena, and less severe but still problematic between laboratory experiments and numerical experiments. Here, fourth and the most insightful system -analytic theory -can play a key role to close these gaps to bring the different systems to unified understandings. Although powerful, these theories do not appear overnight. Often they are born from many failed attempts, and more importantly from the interplay between different systems. For example, physical intuitions of a large astrophysical system can be built based on laboratory and numerical experiments despite large disparities in dimensionless parameters. These physical intuitions can accumulate into a ground breaking theory, which can unify our understandings in different systems.
We hope that this Mini-conference serves as a modest first step for the interplay between different systems on the problem of angular momentum transport.
